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NOVOFLEX

LENS ADAPTERS FOR 
PL-MOUNT CINE LENSES
The new lens adapters allow for many high-quality 
cine lenses of diff erent manufacturers, which use the 
widespread PL-mount standard, to be used on cameras 
with the Leica L-, MFT- and Sony E-Mount bayonet 
standards.
Cine lenses off er professional videographers a number 
of advantages over conventional camera lenses, like: 
stepless aperture control, the possibility of connecting 
video follow focus systems, a special fi lm „look“ and in 
many cases a greater focus area for an extremely soft and 
smooth transition from fi eld to blur etc.. The exact fl ange 
focal length of the new NOVOFLEX PL mount lens 
 adapters can be adjusted via supplied shim rings exactly 
to the requirements of diff erent cameras and cine lenses.
A ring with 0.1mm thickness is mounted on delivery and 
rings with the following thicknesses are supplied with 
each adapter: 1x 0.01mm, 2x 0.02mm, 1x 0.05 mm.
In addition, the adapters have a permanently mounted 
tripod foot with an ARCA-compatible dovetail and 
 classic thread sizes with 1/4 „and 3/8“. 

MagicBall Free Set
Consisting of:
MagicBall Free ball 
MagicBall Free housing
MagicBall Free shell 
MagicBall Free support foot 

Order code: MB FREE SET

Ball Free Set
Consisting of:
MagicBall Free ball 
MagicBall Free shell 
MagicBall Free support foot 

Order code: BF SET

After 20 years of MagicBall we let him 
free at last…

MAGICBALL FREE
The NOVOFLEX MagicBall has revolutionized the 
world of tripod heads with its exceptional design. 
After 20 successful years, it is now time to further 
evolve.
Thanks to the new inverted housing pho-
tographers achieve an enormous 
adjustment range of approximately 
240°. Panning the camera from 
landscape to portrait at any time even 
without a perfectly aligned tripod is 
not a problem anymore. However,
the highlight of the whole is 
unleashed when you remove the ball 
from its housing which then supports the 
photographer in all possible shooting 
situations.
In conjunction with the guide shell and the 
supporting foot of the MB FREE SET 
taking a photo is possible, with simultaneous 
stabilization, both directly to the body as well as 
on a variety of possible substrates.
Panning for video recordings are now possible without 
expensive video rig systems.
For an easy entrance to the system, makes the small BF SET 
consisting of the ball itself, the supporting shell and foot.

Lens adapter PL-mount lenses to Leica SL/T
Weight: 286g/10 oz
Order code: LET/PL

Lens adapter PL-mount lenses to MFT
Weight: 286g/10 oz
Order code: MFT/PL

Lens adapter PL-mount lenses to Sony E-Mount
Weight: 302g/10.7 oz
Order code: NEX/PL

Errors, technical changes reserved.
Illustrations may show accessories that are not included.

PHOTOKINA

Lens adapter PL-mount lenses to Leica SL/T

NOVOFLEX

Order code: BF SET
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Nikon E-type NIKKOR lens to Leica SL camera 
electronic lens adapter

SL/NIK
At Photokina 2016 NOVOFLEX is launching the second 
electronic lens adapter for the Leica SL camera, 
which allows for a number of electronic camera 
functions to be transferred to the lens. The 

Variable tripod system TrioPod is growing

TRIOBALANCE=Q 6/8
The 2014 launch of the NOVOFLEX variable tripod system Trio-
Pod (world’s first modular tripod with interchangeable legs) caused 
a real sensation. Photographers worldwide were enthusiastic by 
the possibility to fit their tripod, on a modular conception basis, to 
their individual needs. With the new tripod base TrioBalance=Q 6/8 
NOVOFLEX is now further enlarging the system and is offering yet 
another alternative to the two already existing tripod base units. 
The new tripod base is equipped with an integrated leveller which 
allows for an adjustability of 15° in all directions, a panorama panning 
base which permits indexing “on the fly” and a Q=MOUNT QR-unit 
which is ARCA-compatible.
The new tripod base TrioBalance=Q 6/8 is not only recommended 
for panoramic photographers but for all photographers who put the 
value on a particularly compact and space-saving tripod system.
When using your camera with an L-bracket it can be coupled and 
turned rapidly from portrait to landscape. A horizontal, precisely ali-
gned rotation thanks to the panorama panning base and the leveller 
is possible.
The modular design of the TrioPod/system with its ingenious base 
elements (TRIOPOD, TRIOBAL and now TRIOBAL=Q 6/8) can 
be easily and quickly equipped with different legs to turn it into a 
perfect tripod for any photographic job. Choices are sturdy legs 
made of ultralight carbon fiber or aluminum, each with 2 to 4 sec-
tions. There are also walking sticks that can be used as a tripod leg 
and mini legs for the use as a super small travel tripod, table stand 
or macro tripod. All leg variants can be used as a monopod as well. 
The tripod legs (Type 2830, 2840, 2844) have a threaded stainless 
steel spike which, when unscrewed, permits the use of further system 
accessories. 
With the TrioPod All-in-One system the photographer is perfectly 
prepared for any situation that may arise.

Tripod base unit with leveler and panorama panning base
Weight: 668g/1.5 lbs
Order code: TRIOBAL=Q 6/8

Adapter tripod collar for the electronic 
NOVOFLEX-Leica SL lens adapters 

ASTAT-CN
To relieve the bayonet mount of the Leica SL from strain, when used in 
conjunction with the NOVOFLEX SL/EOS and SL/NIK adapters and big 
and heavy lenses, we recommend using the new adapter tripod 
collar ASTAT-CN.

SL/NIK lens adapter allows the connection of 
current Nikon E-type NIKKOR (with electro-
magnetic diaphragm mechanism) lenses at the 
Leica SL.
Currently, 13 Nikon E-type NIKKOR lenses and 
teleconverters are compatible with the new  
adapter, both fixed focal length lenses, zoom len-
ses and two tilt/shift lenses. The electronic Leica 
SL adapter, as its counterpart for Canon - natu-
rally „Made in Germany“ - supports the following 
functions: autofocus, aperture control, AF/MF 

Lens adapter E-type NIKKOR lenses to 
Leica SL camera, with AF- und aperture control
Weight: 130g/4.6 oz
Order code: SL/NIK

Adapter tripod collar for the SL/EOS and SL/NIK lens adapters
Weight: 116g/4 oz
Order code: ASTAT-CN

mode and the depth of field indicator (MF). In addition, the 
EXIF data for aperture and focal length setting are transferred.
The new adapter tripod collar ASTAT-CN can be used directly on the 
adapter when using particularly long and heavy lenses.
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